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Snow Industry Experiencing Limited Access to Salt and Ice Management Materials 
 

Many parts of North America are experiencing a cold, snowy and record-breaking winter. This is creating a 
challenge the snow and ice industry has faced before: Quickly diminishing access to rock salt and similar ice 
management materials. 
 

The Snow & Ice Management Association (SIMA) has inquired from salt supplier members on the status of 
available inventory, types of products available, and where they can be accessed or shipped to. Essentially, 
suppliers have responded that they have inventory to fulfill orders made prior to the winter season, but 
nothing beyond that.  
 

“If you aren’t a current customer of a salt supplier, you may have a difficult time getting salt,” says Martin 
Tirado, SIMA CEO. “Even speaking with some members, their suppliers have informed them that 
inventories are either very low or out, which will leave some contractors without the necessary materials to 
perform their job.” 
 

According to the Salt Institute, a non-profit association of companies that produce and market salt, there is 
technically not a shortage of salt and ice management materials, but rather a distribution channel issue as 
getting salt from mine to contractor warehouse takes time. Increased cold weather has created freezing at 
some shipping ports, further enhancing this problematic situation. 
 

“Snow contractors with limited salt supplies can consider these options,” says Tirado: 
 

 Focus on high priority areas of properties that are most critical to safety and use whatever amount 
of salt you have in inventory on these areas. 

 Meet with operators and keep them aware of the situation and ask how rock salt can be applied in 
the lowest amounts while still doing the job.  

 Consider using liquids. This takes resources to invest in equipment and training, however, liquids 
and particularly pre-treating existing rock salt piles with liquids appears to the one of the few 
options available in the market. 

 Remember that this situation is constantly in flux, changing almost daily based on weather and 
supply and demand. Keep in continual contact with suppliers to see when shipments of rock salt 
may be arriving or new options arise.  
 

“SIMA will continue to be in contact with supplier members and keep contractors informed on any changes 
to the market,” says Tirado. Contact the SIMA office at (414) 375-1940 for more information. 
 

#      #      # 
 

About the Snow & Ice Management Association (SIMA) 
Founded in 1996, SIMA is the resource that raises awareness through networking and education for 
professionals in the snow & ice industry. Visit www.sima.org for more information. 
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